Opening

Welcome to Michel Jacobson (Cocoon): new SCCTC member for FR (together with Etienne Petitjean)

Daan is now working for CLARIN ERIC and no longer for the HuC/Meertens; therefore, he will be replaced by another person from the CLARIAH-NL consortium in SCCTC. He will remain active in the assessment committee and in the PID taskforce.

1 Agenda
1. Agenda: the agenda is approved
2. Approval minutes last meeting (02.03.2021) & action point status
3. Centre assessments
   a) Message from the Meertens/HuC on participation in the next assessment round (effectively falling back to C-centre status for the time being)
4. CLARIN Resource Families Taskforce
   a) Darja Fišer requests a volunteer from the SCCTC, see email sent by Martin 2.3.2021
5. Introduction Data Object Gateway
6. Status update per country/member (please provide a short bullet-wise summary in the Google Doc)
7. AOB
   a) Dieter presented the state of affairs to the NCF (see slides)

2 Approval minutes last meeting & action points

The meeting minutes of 2 March 2021 (CE-2021-1836) are approved.

3 Centre assessments

Lene: Draft report almost ready, formal approval at next meeting

Already 4 applications for next round:
• Meertens
• The Language Bank of Finland (Kielipankki),
• Sprakbanken SE,
• ILC4CLARIN

Meertens temporarily a C-centre until next round
Martin M.: was the content negotiation a requirement?
Dieter: yes

4 CLARIN Resource Families Taskforce

Darja invites the SCCTC to volunteer for a taskforce about the Resource Families
Martin asks if there are volunteers

Dieter will participate as tech dir - would be better to have a real member of the committee to participate.

Krista volunteers.

5 Introduction Data Object Gateway

DOG presentation [Dieter]
See presentation and draft spec document (linked from the presentation)

6 Status update per country/member

Austria
• No report

Bulgaria
• No report

Croatia
• Nothing to report
Czech Republic
- Preparation for the CZ CLARIN Cafe (April 15).
- Negotiation to join the Infrastructure Emergency funding call
- Preparation of European Language Equality surveys (includes CLARIN as partner)

Cyprus
- No report

Denmark
- Nothing to report

Estonia
- Organizing user guides, documentation and helpdesk
- Automation of updating our services, moving towards Kubernetes.
- Webseminar on our services April 27th: data repository services, (federated) content search.

Finland
- CTS and CLARIN B Applications submitted

France
- CTS certification in progress for the Ortolang C-Center (more documentation produced)

Germany
- Nothing to report

Greece
- Preparing the next version of clarin:el software (backend and UI)

Hungary
- No report

Iceland
- Nothing to report

Italy
- ILC4CLARIN
  - The repository is increasing its number of lexical resources and tools for DH. We continued describing the Latin resources from ALIM (Italian Archive for Medieval Latin (resources)). Currently 11 out of 49 volumes collecting documents from VIII to XI Century. This activity is still in progress, but we plan to end by Summer. This completes the activities on ALIM (for the time being). We also started collecting Latin resources from the ERC project "LiLa: Linking Latin": they are of different types, including Latin treebank; derivational, valency and polarity lexica; annotated data for lemmatizers and PoS taggers; etymological dictionaries and a large collection of Latin lemmas in LLOD formats. Some of them are already available from the VLO
(https://vlo.clarin.eu/?0&fq=collection:CIRCSE&fqType=collection:or&q=CIRCSE). The repository hosts Greek resources as well. The last two are a collection of Cretan inscriptions (along with its web interface) and a TEI corpus which is an outcome of seminars on the digitization of fragments in ancient Greek (held at the University of Parma). It’s important to cite the polimodal corpus (http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.11752/OPEN-534), a speech transcription of a journalistic TV program (Annotation has been done using XML as markup language and following the TEI standard for Speech Transcripts in terms of utterances). It is part of the language resource family.

- B recertification and CTS submitted.

**Latvia**
- Nothing to report

**Lithuania**
- Nothing to report

**The Netherlands**
- No report

**Norway**
- The National Library of Norway has designed and implemented a new version of the national resource catalogue
- The plan for the ELMCIP (Electronic literature knowledge base) upgrade to Drupal and integration in CLARINO has been finalized

**Poland**
- Created facebook website(https://www.facebook.com/Clarin-PL-Infrastruktura-naukowa-107248931464578) and newsletter

**Portugal**
- Improvements on the workbench inner workings
- Bug fixing

**Slovenia**
- Nothing to report

**South Africa**
- No report

**Sweden**
- Missed one pointer of SSL certificate update, due to reasons, but fixed
- Preparing for reassessment, updating repo software
- Preparing workshops and new releases of resources
- Issued recommendation on Matomo for statistics, switching helpdesk from otrs to zammad
United Kingdom
- OTA repository: A bug in DSpace means that our Matomo installation isn’t working, and so we are not getting the detailed stats on usage that we were expecting.
- CLARIN-UK website: search box for VLO added on home page

USA (third party TalkBank - CMU)
- No report

7 AOB

Martin M: DOG reminded me about Gaia-X (service offerings / data exchange for industry and public sector in- and outside of Europe)), interested to present this at the upcoming centre meeting.

Next meetings:
- A doodle for the next virtual meeting will be sent out shortly for wk 20.
- Centre meeting in blocks during the period 7-10 June: please save the date!